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Abstract

Electron-cloud maps as alternative to detailed build-up

simulations have already been applied in the past for a few

accelerators, e.g. RHIC and the LHC at 7 TeV. We here

report on a first application of maps to optimize the “beam

scrubbing” of the LHC arcs at injection energy: Maps are

used to efficiently determine the optimum bunch filling pat-

tern which maximizes the electron flux on the chamber

wall, while respecting constraints on the central cloud den-

sity to ensure beam stability. In addition, new features have

been explored, e.g. by introducing thresholds which divide

regions where either linear maps or cubic maps best de-

scribe the build-up and the decay of an electron cloud. In

the near future we plan to extend the map formalism to

individual slices in a dipole field in order to represent the

vertical “stripes”.

INTRODUCTION

Electron multipacting processes in an RF cavity were

first described by Farnsworth in the 1930’s [1]. Inside the

beam pipe of an accelerator, the time-varying electric field

is provided by the beam and the primary electrons can be

generated by a number of mechanisms (mainly beam resid-

ual gas ionization and photoemission). Depending on sur-

face properties, beam pipe geometry and beam features, the

primary electrons can gain enough energy to produce sec-

ondary electrons when hitting the chamber wall and pro-

voke the build up of an electron cloud (EC). A good review

of the detrimental EC effects in accelerators can be found

in [2, 3].

Typically, EC simulations are being performed through

thorough macroparticle tracking with specialized codes

developed to this end (ECLOUD, PyECLOUD, CSEC,

POSINST, etc.). A new approach was explored by Iriso

and Peggs using a map formalism [4]. This allows describ-

ing the EC build up by means of a simple (cubic) alge-

braic maps which are capable of reproducing long filling

schemes over millisecond time scales with an acceptable

accuracy (e.g. peak and average values never differing by

more than 15% from the results of a full-blown macropar-

ticle simulation). Therefore, the map approach becomes a

powerful tool to explore alternative bunch distributions ful-

filling certain desired characteristics. This formalism has

been successfully applied to RHIC [4], LHC dipoles at 7

TeV [5] and LHC dipoles and field free regions at injection

energy [6].

The LHC mitigation strategy against EC includes sev-

eral measures (a sawtooth pattern on the beam screen in-

side the cold arcs, NEG coatings, solenoids, etc.). However
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these measures cannot be applied all along the machine

and beam “scrubbing,” i.e. the bombardment of the beam-

pipe surface with cloud electrons produced by the beam

itself, is the ultimate solution to reduce the maximum Sec-

ondary Electron Yield (δmax, or just SEY), i.e. the number

of secondary electrons per electron hitting the wall, to sup-

press multipacting and eventually to mitigate the detrimen-

tal electron cloud effects for the LHC (mainly excessive

cryogenic heat load, large pressure rises and coherent plus

incoherent instabilities). The effectiveness of the scrub-

bing process at the LHC has been demonstrated, especially

for operation with a bunch spacing of 50 ns [7, 8]. How-

ever, when operating with beam parameters well above the

SEY multipacting threshold, LHC EC activity hindered the

storage or even the injection of some configurations with

a bunch spacing of 25 ns (see e.g. [8]). Once this beam

(typically made up of 72-bunch trains) was injected, beam

losses and emittance growth rapidly diminished the scrub-

bing efficiency of such a beam configuration. Therefore

it became interesting to explore alternative filling patterns

which would maintain a better beam quality (thanks to

lower electron peak flux and central density), while offer-

ing at the same time a similar electron dose as the default

scrubbing beam.

In the following we report on how we have applied the

map formalism to identify alternative filling schemes ful-

filling the aforementioned conditions. As a new feature

of the map approach, for this study we have introduced

threshold values dividing regions where either linear maps

or cubic maps, respectively, best describe the build-up and

the decay of an electron cloud. In this paper we concen-

trate on the LHC cold arc dipoles since they occupy about

66% of the total machine circumference, and since most

of the warm parts of the ring have been treated with low-

SEY NEG coating, which suppresses any EC activity. All

macroparticle tracking simulations have been carried out

using PyECLOUD.

LOW ELECTRON DENSITY REGIONS

After some scrubbing with a 25-ns bunch spacing beam

in 2011, δmax in the LHC arcs was considerably reduced

down to about 1.52 to be compared with a multipacting

threshold of about 1.45 at injection energy [8]. After the

annual winter shutdown 2012 some conditioning was ex-

pected to be lost. For this reason we mainly explored the

situations for δmax = 1.6 and δmax = 1.5.

Studies cited in the previous section used the map for-

malism to explore filling schemes in order to minimize the

EC effects in different accelerators. Nevertheless this is

normally done in conditions well above the multipacting

threshold. In this situation, thanks to the fast EC build up,

very few (or no) points lie in the low electron density region
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of the (ρm+1, ρm) space (see Fig. 1), where ρm+1 desig-

nates the average electron density in the vacuum chamber

after bunch m has passed by and ρm represents the electron

density just before its passage. On the contrary, if we ap-

proach the SEY multipacting threshold (as it is the case for

δmax = 1.5 in the LHC arcs), we need a larger number of

bunches to achieve saturation (i.e. to reach the identity map

in Fig. 1) and more points lie in the low electron density re-

gion. Applying a cubic map to the entire region of the build

up (map11) we notice that the highest density points carry a

relatively stronger weight in the fit. Zooming in on the low

density region (see Fig. 1 bottom) reveals that the fit does

not properly represent the simulated points here. Most im-

portantly, it crosses the identity map (ρm+1 = ρm line), so

that for low densities the map would imply a declining be-

haviour instead of the build up seen in the full simulation.

A similar reasoning can be applied for the other periods

of the electron-cloud evolution process, such as for the de-

cay in the absence of beam (map00) as well as for the “first

empty bunch” map (map01) (see e.g. [4] for map notation).
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Figure 1: Cubic build-up and decay maps (map11 and

map00 respectively) in the (ρm+1, ρm) space, showing the

entire electron density region (top), and a zoom of build-

up maps and simulation points in the low electron density

region, showing that here the originally fitted cubic map

(map11) drops below the identity line, leading to an un-

physical decay behaviour instead of a build up (bottom). In

this region a linear map offers a better representation.

To avoid this unphysical behaviour we divided the points

for each map into two regions: A low density region, where

a linear map properly fits the simulated points, and a high

density region, where the usual cubic map is applied. The

threshold separating both regions (for every map) is cal-

culated as follows. We divide the simulated points corre-

sponding to one map into two groups according to elec-

tron density. We then apply a linear map for the first group

of points and a cubic map for the second and evaluate the

quality of the fit by calculating the χ2. We repeat this for

every possible split between low-density and high-density

points. The partition with the smallest χ2 value is consid-

ered optimum. It is worth mentioning that the “first full

bunch” map (map10) does not require this treatment since

a simple linear map can always be applied here, for every

case, thanks to its typically low density values.

SCRUBBING OPTIMIZATION

It has been shown that the map formalism can also be

used for the modeling of the bunch-by-bunch electron flux

impinging on the vacuum chamber walls [9]. All previous

statements about maps for the electron density also apply

to maps for the electron flux at the wall.

The higher the electron dose, the higher is the scrubbing

efficiency and hence the faster the surface conditioning.

On the other hand, a high EC activity also induces strong

instabilities yielding beam losses and emittance blow up.

This reduces dramatically beam life time and scrubbing ef-

ficiency.

The SPS (LHC main injector) can inject single batches

of 72 bunches into the LHC. The minimum distance be-

tween batches is 925 ns (rise time of the LHC injection

kicker). It is also possible to inject longer trains of up to

four batches, spaced by 225 ns, with a minimum distance

of 925 ns between groups of trains.

With imperfect surface conditioning, e.g. after a longer

shutdown of a few months, it was difficult to directly in-

ject the nominal LHC beam, consisting of 72 bunches per

train. A high chromaticity (Q′ in the order of 20 units) was

necessary to ensure beam stability. The injection of 2-, 3-

or 4-batch trains (which of course would yield higher elec-

tron dose rates) was not possible at all in this period. Such

experience motivated us to consider filling patterns which

would yield a better beam quality than the 72-bunch train

(i.e. lower electron peak flux and central density) while at

the same time offering a comparable electron dose.

Each LHC batch of 72 bunches is generated from ini-

tially 6 PSB bunches, which reach the SPS after having

been split in 12 bunches each. This production scheme

allows for a straightforward creation of a 12-bunch hole

within an LHC bunch train by simply removing one injec-

tion from the PSB to the PS (see Fig. 2).

This flexibility can be exploited to develop filling

schemes meeting our requirements. Figure 3 presents the

integrated flux in one LHC turn at one location for dif-

ferent filling schemes showing a similar performance in

terms of integrated electron dose with δmax = 1.6 (likely

to be closer to the initial situation after a longer shutdown).
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Figure 2: Sketch of some of the filling schemes studied.

Empty boxes denote a missing injection from the PSB.

We can see that 4-batch trains skipping the fifth PSB in-

jection, and 3-batch trains skipping the sixth one offer a

scrubbing performance almost identical to the standard 72-

bunch train, while 4-batch trains skipping the sixth injec-

tion increase the electron dose per turn by about 5%. The

situation at δmax = 1.5, i.e. much closer to the multipact-

ing threshold, is similar to the nominal 72-bunch train for

the configurations in which we skip the sixth PSB injection

(with a maximum difference of about 25% in integrated

flux). Skipping any other injection would result in a much

lower scrubbing efficiency and can therefore be discarded.

One indication of better beam stability can be given

through the central electron density. The map formalism

cannot be applied to this quantity directly. Figure 4 shows

the central density for actual simulations of the standard

filling scheme (72-bunch trains) and the alternative config-

uration offering the highest electron flux at δmax = 1.5,

i.e. 4-batch trains skipping the last PSB injection in each

batch. Average and peak central densities are 38% and 56%

lower in the case of the alternative filling scheme. These

values promise a better beam stability, while, considering

the higher electron dose (about 22% from actual simula-

tions), at the same time a higher scrubbing efficiency is ex-

pected. This injection scheme could be useful to maximize

the electron dose during the first part of the scrubbing run.

Once the surface conditioning reaches a level allowing the

stable injection of standard 2, 3 or 4-batch trains with suf-

ficient quality, these latter schemes are of course preferred.

Unfortunately, due to lack of time for the set up and

a fast reconditioning which allowed injecting standard 4-

batch trains rather quickly, we could not explore experi-

mentally these filling schemes during the scrubbing run in

December 2012.

SUMMARY

We have introduced a new approach to treat low electron

density regions in the framework of the EC map formal-

ism by establishing threshold values for the electron den-

sity, which divide the build up (or decay) phases into two

density regions, the lower being described by a linear map

and the higher by a cubic map. We have used this refined

map approach to identify filling schemes which could op-

timize the scrubbing time of the LHC. Our target for this

optimization has been to obtain bunch configurations of-

fering an electron dose similar to the standard 25-ns single

batch trains, while exhibiting lower peak and average cen-
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Figure 3: Integrated electron flux hitting the chamber wall

for different filling schemes for an LHC turn at one location

within an arc dipole using δmax = 1.6. In the legend, b

denotes full bunches and e empty buckets. All the schemes

generate a similar electron dose on the chamber wall. The

flux was calculated using the refined the map approach.
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Figure 4: Central density for the standard filling scheme

(red) and the proposed alternative scheme for scrubbing op-

timization (blue). Only a third of the machine is plotted to

ease reading. The higher the central density the stronger

the beam instabilities.

tral electron densities, thereby reducing the likelihood of

beam instabilities, beam losses and resulting poor scrub-

bing efficiency. These schemes could not be experimen-

tally tested during the 2012 scrubbing run due to several

technical issues. Nevertheless these schemes can be recon-

sidered for the reconditioning after the present long 2013-

14 LHC shutdown (“LS1”).
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